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MAKING SENSE OF DYNAMIC, NON-SEGMENTAL
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ABSTRACT
This paper considers some aspects of the
interpretation of dynamic appmaChCS ‘0
phonetic representation. I argue that the
most pressing challenge is that of relating
a motivated dynamic, non-segmental
phonetics to a phonetics-free phon-
ological analysis.

INTRODUCTION
It may seem somewhat odd that to-

wards the end of the twentieth century
phoneticians should, at their international
conference. devote a special symposium
to dynamic non»segmental phonetics
(DNSP). By doing so we might be seen
treating the topic as contentious. How
could this be? Are we suggesting that it
might be possible to talk of a non-
dynamrc. segmental phonetics? Surely it
is the case that from the earliest writings
we trnd references to the continuous, co
ordinated nature of, for instance.
articulatory activity in speech production
and a concem with how best to represent
this complex activity. Moreover, is there
not a substantial literature that reports
rnsuumental data and analysis of speechthat shows that it is clearly dynamic and
non-segmenutl'.’

It is certainly the cm that linguists andphoneucrans have for a long periodrmognrsed the inherent multidimensionalnature of speech production and that in-suumcntal phonetic investigations in\anous physical domains have attemptedto proud-e precise details of the dmamicsand mter-rglateness of components in thisssstem. (Seeeg Ohala's \ignettes fromthe history or the phonetic sciences [l] )There rs also a general, if tacit..Lxxumption that attenuon to such details iscrucial it we are to gain a full and accurateunderstanding of the organisation ofspeech. The here is that Ihat they willaccount tor things that currentlv presenturemx‘lves as problematic [2. 3].
Notwithstanding this. I do not think itodd at all to b: haxing a such svmpo—

sium. It seems to me that there are sub-
stantive issues to discuss here. There is a
good deal of lip-service is paid to the
importance and benefits which accrue
from a phonetics which might be de—
scribed as dynamic and non—segmental.
However, at least part of the
contemporary phonetics world behaves as
if the best way to talk about speech is in
terms of static segmented chunks of some
kind that get glued together in production.
Much of the rest of the phonetics world
behaves as if it wished that speech were
segmentally organised and that the dy.
namrc aspect is at best an uncomfortable
tnconvemence.

Consider, for instance, the following
quotatrons from a recent important book
on the pnnciples of phonetics [4]:
[Speech] ts the most highly skilled mus-

cular activity that human beings can ever
achieve, requiring the precise and rapid
co—ordtnatron of more than eighty differ—
ent muscles’ and ‘The stream of speech
within a single utterance is a con-
trnuum.... the view that segmentation
is mostly an imposed analysis, and not
the outcome of discovering natural time~
boundaries in the speech—continuum, is a
vrew that deserves the strongest
insrstence.’ (1, 101)

Now compare them with the following
from the same book: ‘Chapter 12 looks at
how the articulation of adjacent segments
18 co-ordtnated. and ‘Utterances will be
treated as being made up of a linear
sequence of segments, which will be
phonetic events of normally very shortduration, manifesting the phonological
11131383 of consonants and vowels.‘ (6,

This illustrates what is a long-standing, common approach to phonetic
analysrs. The researcher recognises, even
smdcntly assens, the inherentlycontinuous, non—segmental nature 0fproduction. That done the categories ofInterpretation employed to make sense 0f
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this data immediately seek to impose what
is acknowledged as an arbitrary,
convenient serial segmentation. The
motivation for this segmentation is rarely,

if ever, dealt with explicitly or at any
length (though in [4] it gets considerably
more argued attention than is usual).

It is this approach to the organisation
of speech that continues to provide the
structure for the interpretation of data in
many phonetic investigations. The word
segment may be replaced by another
locution but the underlying linear, seg-
mental assumptions are pervasive.

DOES DNSP EXIST?
Up to this point I have been talking as

if a distinct and readily identifiable thing
called DNSP actually existed, However,
a noviciate earnestly seeking a definition
would not find any general recognition of
the concept ‘DNSP' in the received
literature. They would find reference to
‘non-segmental features’ such as word-
accent or intonation and their ‘pbysical
correlates'. They would also locate a se—
rious and ever-growing body of work
that investigates the fine time-varying
detail of speech production. To this extent
they might conclude that, at least, an
embryonic DNSP exists. However, the
‘dynamic, non-segmental’ part here
seems to focus on the manner of data-
collection and the nature of its represen—
tation, rather than on any distinctive theo-
retical premises. (Indeed the noviciate
might well conclude that while such
studies may be elaborating a dynamic
phonetics there is not much in the way —
over and above the unanalysed meas-
urement data — which could be considered
non-segmental.)

Perhaps this is all there is to DNSP.
Perhaps the dichotomy between dynamic
and non-segmental on one hand and non-
dynamic and segmental on the other re-
duces to nothing more than a distinction
between modes of practising phonetic
science. By this I mean that it could be
thought that experimental, instrumental
phoneticians are necessarily doing DNSP
simply by virtue of the kinds of tech-
niques they employ in capturing physio-
logical or acoustic data. Conversely,
phoneticians who employ ‘traditional’
transcription techniques might seem to be
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necessarily doing linear, non-dynamic,
segmental phonetics.

Both of these views are, of course,
suspect. The most common kind of
analysis of instrumental results, including
those that focus on the spatio—temporal
dynamics of articulation, is one in which
the continuous complexes are related to a
linearised segmental-type phonology. It is
not uncommon to find comments such as:
‘a model must account for observed
differences in the relative magnitude and
timing of the articulatory gestures for
successive segments’ [5] or
‘...unstressed [b] has a lower frequency
[displacement of lower lip] before [a]

than before [11‘ [6]. Some of this might
simply be terminological imprecision of
the kind Repp [7] considers. However, it

is often not clear at what level the
interpretative discourse is meant to be
located. All too often one suspects that
the underlying interpretative framework is
one of cross-parametric, linear segmented
phonetics derived from a linear segmental
phonology. The patterns and inter‘
relationships in the continuous data
representations are acknowledged but
then they are made sense of by reference
to sequences of segmental phonological
objects.

To take a simple example, electro-
palatographic (EPG) data would seem to
cry out for a dynamic modelling. They
do, after all, provide a (partial) repre-

sentation of tongue dynamics. There have
been attempts to explore some aspects of
the dynamics of EPG data [8]. However,
to the best of my knowledge, the
interpretative categories which are
employed in making sense of such data
are typically the traditional cross
parametric segmental phonetic ones found
in the IPA. (See for instance the recent
tutorial on EPG in JIPA [9]; cf. however,
[10] for a non-segmental interpretation of
such data.)

On the other hand there is no neces—
sary reason why the use of a segmental
notation system should inexorably com-
mit a phonetician to a segmental view of
speech. The work of Finhian Prosodic
analysts [11, 12] is instructive in this
respect. Although they employ traditional
segmental representations their interpret-
ation of them is in terms of non-
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segmental phonological categories and

structures. This is reflected, to some

extent, in the phonetic tennmolOgy they
use. Typically it is parametric rather than

cross parametric. Thus a Prosodic

Analyst is more likely. to talk of a

phonological category being exponed by

‘labiablity, voice and plosron' than by a

‘voiced bilabial stop', Wth suggests

[b], which in tum suggests one segmental

unit.
Recently Kelly and Local [13], fol-

lowing the tradition of Firthian analysis,

have demonstrated ways of enhancing a

segmentaltype notation system to facili-

tate a thorough—going non-segmental

view of speech. They show that even

with symbol segmentation of the IPA

kind it is possible to ‘get a sense of the

ways in which concurrent articulatory

components of utterances are

synchronised’. Their point is not that one

can or should attempt a precise

reconstruction of the dynamic com-

ponents from segmental-type records.

Rather K&L show that is the nature of the
interpretation undertaken which matters

not. the form of the notation per se. (In
taking up this issue in what follows my
emphasrs will be on ‘non-segmental',
rather than ‘dynamic’ aspects in the

expectation that other participants in this

Symposrum will have more insightful
things to say on this topic than I have.)

THE INTERPRETATIVE
CHALLENGE

K&L‘s claim concerning interpretation
can be. generalised to include all kinds of
phonetic data representation. From this
perspective ‘dynamic' and ‘non-
segmental‘ are seen not simply as
properties of the data representation itself
but'pnmanly as issues of interpretation.
So mstead of talking of DNSP as a kind
of phonetic investigation it is more up
propnate. to talk about DNSP interpreta-
tions. It IS a reasonably tractable task to
provrde a dynamic parametric description
in some phonetic domain; it is more dif—ficultto make linguistic sense of such
descriptions. It is here that the real chal-
lenge for a'Dl‘ISP lies: not in developing
more sophisticated techniques for ob-taarnrng or more sophisticated

ynarnrc models of observed behaviour
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but rather in finding ways of relating mg

observed material to linguistically

meaningful (phonological) organisation

so that the detail in the dynamic phonetic
description maximally preserved. The

problem to be resolved is not what form

the observed data representations take but

what interpretative sense is made of them

(see also [14]).
Scully provides a clear version of the

standard formulation of ‘the problem’:

‘Links are needed to bridge the gap be-

tween the analysis if speech as a set of

discrete, ordered but durationlcss lin-

guistic units and analyses of the continu-

ously changing acoustic signals, defined

along a time axis.’[15] Saltzman and

Munhall [16] offer an equivalent formu-

lation in the articulatory domain in which

they ‘attempt to reconcile the linguistic

hypothesis that speech involves an un-

derlying sequencing of abstract, discrete,
context-independent units, with the em-

pirical observation of continuous, con-
text-dependent interleaving of articulatory
movements.’ 1 will attempt to show that a

solution to this problem can be developed
by formulating a structured non-

segmental phonology and elaborating a
compositional phonetic interpretation
function.

PHONETICS-PHONOLOGY
RELATIONSHIP

I have, in a rather unsubtle manner,
reformulated the challenge for a robust
DNSP as being concerned with the
problem of the relationship between
phonetics and phonology. There would
appearto be three main ‘solutions' to this
problem: (a) maintain a segmental analy-
srs and propose intermediate levels of
representation with sophisticated mapping
functions [14]; (b) eliminate the
drsttnctron between phonetics and phon-
ology and employ the same categories in
both [17. cf also 18] (c) develop a non-
:elimzntal phonology with an interpreta-

ynamrc non-se I“9&2” grnental phonetics

. participants in this s osium
Will be addressing issues arisinznfr‘hm (I)
and .(b). _1 will restrict myself to I
consideration of (c). In doing so I will
“88551 that ‘the problem’ identified in
[15] and [16] above which seems to arise
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when DNSP confronts a ‘discrete phon-

ology’ is spurious. It arises from a view

which, in espousing an intrinsic phonetic

interpretation (1P1) hypothesis, mis-

construes the timeless, relational nature of

phonological representation.

Non-segmental phonology and the

IPI hypothesis

Building on the work of Firthian pro-

sodic analysts, colleagues and myself at

York have been developing a radical non-

segrnental model of phonological

structure. This model is implemented in

the natural—sounding York'l‘alk spwch

generation system [19, 21]. The archi-

tecture of this approach is derived from

that of Firthian Prosodic Analysis [11,

'12]. Phonological representations are

treated as entirely relational. They encode

no infonnation about temporal or

parametric events. In the York approach

the phonological representations are

constructed as complex attribute—value

structures. The constituents of these

structures are unordered, there is no

distinguished type of phonological

constituent and phonological information

is distributed over the entire structure and

not concentrated at the terminal nodes.

These non-segmental representations

make it possible to express phonological

conuastivity over any appropriate domain

in the structure - at phrase domain, word

domain, at syllable domain, at constituent

of syllable (onset, rime etc) for instance.

The abstract phonological categories and

structures of this model are given

temporal and parametric interpretation in

terms of a dynamic, non—segmental

phonetics. A central aspect of this ap-

proach is the rejection of the IPl

hypothesis which is propounded in a

number of con—temporary ‘non-

segmental’ approaches where features in

the phonology are deemed to embody a

transparent phonetic interpretation -

tzyiplically cued by the featural name [17.

The position I am outlining does not

mean that I see no interesting or

‘explanatory’ links between phonetic

phenomena and phonological structures.

Rather my claim is that if we wish to

develop a sophisticated understanding of

the relationships between the meaning
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systems of a language and make sense of

their dynamic exponents in speech, then

being forced to provide an explicit state-

ment of the detailed parametric phonetic

exponents of phonological structure is an

essential prerequisite. The feature labels

for phonological units we employ may be

given mnemonic labels but their relation

to the phonic substance need not be

simple. Because they are distributed over

different parts of the syllabic structure,

their interpretation is essentially polysys-

temic [11]. For example, the interpreta-

tion of the contrast given the feature label

[+ nasal], say, at a syllable onset need not

necessarily be the same as the interpreta-

tion of the contrast given the feature label

[+ nasal] at a time (see also [23] on the

phonetic interpretation of ‘alveolarity and

plosion’ in codas of English words).

Moreover, the occurrence of the phonol-

ogically contrastive feature [+ nasal] at

some point in the phonological structure

may generalise over many more phonetic

parameters than those having to do

simply with lowering of the soft palate.

(cf [24])
The consequence of this argument is

that nothing at all hangs on the name of a

phonological feature provided that the

canonical naive view of the relationship

between phonological categories and

phonetic ones is eschcwed. All that the

‘naming of parts‘ achieves is some kind

of mnemonic short hand. This means that

provided the semantics of the phonologi-

cal categories is explicitly and formally

stated then it really doesn't matter what

they are called. There are two aspects to

specifying the semantics: (1) it is neces-

sary to know how the phonological

catcgory(ies) in question relate to other

phonological categories - that is provide a

semantic statement of their place within

the phonological systems and structures

and (2) it is necessary to provide an

explicit statement of the phonetic inter-

pretation of the phonological categories

because, in Firthian terms, it 'rencws the

connection' with the dynamic parametric

phonetic data [11]. I will develop this

position in the following section and

show that we can construct a simple

phonetic interpretation function which

will relate non-segmental structures to a

DNSP.
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PHONETIC INTERPRETATION

OF [ATR] IN KALENJIN .

I will now use some data concertung

tire phonetic characteristics oftlte [ATR]

harmony system in the K816111111 to mott-

vate an abstract non-segmental phonology

and to show how such a phonology can

be phonetically interpreted. The broad

IPA transcriptions below give an impres-

sion of some of the phonetic exponents of
HM TR] in Kalenjin. [+A TR] words are

given first for each pair:

1 [khstl-‘lit’hl {to Sprinkle}
[Fellow] t to grow}

2 [1???99. 9"] {to scrape up}
[kh'gzx trtvh] { to blow}

3 [15‘9s {to dig Up}

[k‘silia 1] [to dig}

4 [it"s-rt] {meat}
[PLEIII {hardship}

5 [19.] {far}

[1‘9] {Six}
There are a number of phonetic differ-

ences between words in the two
categories. These occur not only in
vocahc portions but also in the conso-
nantal portions of such words. They
include ptlglonatory quality, vocalic and
consonan quali and arti ‘
durational differeaes. culatron and
Phonatory differences

. The two sets of words exhibit differentkinds of phonatory activity. Words of the{-11 TR] set have audible breatltyphonauon as compared with words in the[+ATR] set Measurements of the openquotient of the glottal cycle made fromelectrolaryngographr'c recordings andtnverse filtering reveal (statistically si -21f?” t(inferences that can be taken f00 ma reathiness of phonationS0Q values are found for [-ATR] wgifiggpectral characteristics of vocalic ' .2f the two classes also reveal differencesbommensurate with breathy versus non-reathy phonatrort Examination of voice:gftrce measurements also sug esterent kinds of laryngeal beha ‘ gmoving from voice to VOicelewngggrtg:
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two sets of words. In [+ATR] voicing
dies away slowly and continues at low
level. In [-ATR] words, by contrast,
voicing drops off rapidly.

Vocalic differences
There are striking auditory differences

in vocalic quality between words in the
two sets. Vocalic portions in [-A TR]
words are noticeably more central (and
frequently more open) than those in
[+ATR] words. (Note that the open
[+ATR] vocoid has a back [ ct ] quality
in the region of CV5; the open [-A TR]
vocoid has afront quality in the region of
CV4 [ a ]. These vocoids harmonize with
appropriate tokens from the [A TR] sets:
thus sqrn’is']~l5.§.m"ls"l, [dengue ]
~ [ arjgus“ 1.) Examination of plots of
Fl/F2 for tokens each of the [iATR]
vocoids in the data confirms the results of
impressionistic listening (for example.
[+ATR] vocoids show lower F1 values
tltan their congeners {-11 TR]).

Consonantal differences
. Words of the two categories exhibit

different types of suicture and ranges of
variation in the consonantal portions. In
[+ATR] words we final labial, apical and
velar closure with burst release, or with
close approximation. In comparable
words wluch are [-ATR] closure with
burst release is not found. In such words
lax .fncattve portions occur but so do
portions wrth open approximation. There
are also noticeable variations in terms of
place of articulation. 'Coronals' in
[+ATR] words are exponed with apico
alveolar strtctures whereas they may be
exponed .with either apico—alveolar or
dental strictures in {-11 TR] words.
Durational differences

Consonantal and vocalic portions are
duratronally different in [:tATR] words.
Typically cousonantal portions are shorter
in [+ATR] words than they are in [—A TR]words. This is particularly noticeable in
the closure and release phases of initial
3nd final plosion. Averages of vocalic
vtnatron reveal a tendency for [-ATR]OCOrds to be shorter than [+ATRl
vocoids. However, [+ATR] words areroutinely longer (measured from begin-
ning to end ‘ '
words. or V0tcmg) titan are {-ATR]
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COMPOSITIONAL PHONETIC while parametric interpretation instantiates

INTERPRETATION interpreted dynamic ‘pararneter strips’ for

[A TR] harmony is canonically the kind

of phonological organisation which has

been given non-segmental status. Even a
hard—core segmentalist would be likely to
acknowledge that [ATR] in Kalenjin

operates in terms of whole syllable
structures. However, it is not immedi-
atcly clear that extant phonological
approaches (including eg autosegmental
phonology and gestural phonology [16])
could deal in any coherent way with the
phonetic interpretation of [ATR] here
given the range of different phonetic
exponents implicated. It would require a
certain amount of ingenuity to postulate a
non—segmental [ATR] feature with

intrinsic phonetic content and find what
there is in common between devoicing of
coda approximants, breathy phonation.
front or back secondary articulation, con-
sonantal length, particular ranges of con-
sonantal variability and any putative
advanced position of the tongue root.
Even greater problems might arise in
making sense of the ‘counter—intuitive‘
phonetic interpretation of the open
[+A TR] vowel in the region of [a] and the
open [—ATR] vowel in the region of [a].

I suggest that a DNSP interpretation of
the abstract phonological relationship
designated [iA TR] is more appropriately
accomplished with explicit statements of
temporal and parametric phonetic expo-
ncncy for various pans of word and syl-
lable structure. This can be achieved by a
compositional phonetic interpretation
(CPI) function for partial phonological
descriptions [19, 20, 21]. I sketch only
the broad outlines of a CPI here.

In the CPI function phonological
structures and features are associated with
phonetic exponents. The phonetics is the
semantics of the phonology [13. 19, 20]
(cf [25]). As 1 indicated earlier, the
phonological descriptions being inter-
preted are here taken to be unordered
acyclical graph structures with complex
attribute—value node labels. The statement
of phonetic exponents in CPI has two
fomrally distinct parts: temporal interpre-
tation and parametric phonetic interpreta-
tion. Temporal interpretation establishes
timing relationships which hold across
constituents of a phonological graph

any given piece of structure (any feature
or bundle of features at any particular
node in the phonological graph). The
resulting ‘parameter strips' can be
considered as sequences of ordered pairs
where any pair denotes the value of a
particular parameter at a particular
(linguistically relevant) time. Thus in the
general case:
[(node:panial_phonological_description,

(Time_star't. Time_2, Time_end),

parameter section)

where the node represents any phonol-
ogically relevant contrast domain. The
time values may be absolute or relative,
fixed or proportional. The precise
physical domain of the parameter strips
(cg articulatory, acoustic, aerodynamic) is
not of immediate relevance here.

The ‘compositional‘ part of the inter-
pretation function signifies that the
‘mcaning’ of a complex expression is a
function of the forth and meaning of its
parts and the rules whereby the parts are
combined [26]. The phonological
‘mcaning’ of a syllable equals the
‘meaning’ of its constituents. The com-
positional principle is instantiated by re-
quiring any given feature or bundle of
features at a given place in the phonologi-
cal structure to only have one possible
phonetic interpretation. So for instance,
in the present case the words
(i) [ khwof] ]. ‘good planters’ and
(ii) [ kh‘f" o_l' ] ‘plant!’
can be given the following Firthian like,
partial representations:
(l) [ATR+] (K01)

(ii) ”TR—1 (o)
Here the syllable-domain [ATR] unit

as well as being semantically distinctive

serves to integrate the other syllabic
material (paradigmatically contrastive

units) with consequences phonetic

exponency as illustrated above). Given

this, then the interpretation of (i) is of the

form: CPI([ATR:+] (ROM) = {phonetic

exponents of ‘kol']. A more fully

specified representation of (i) might be

given as: [ATRH (hut), “h (all). Herc
the units within the syllable are treated as
separate entities or sequences of entities.
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The superscript symbols 5 / wfi placed

before the units (K) and (0h) serve to
indicate onset/time domain contrasts (h
‘voicelessness’; ~fi ‘voice’). Such a
representation can be reconstructed as a
graph with attribute-value node labels,
thus:

[MW

[wt-J [WW

[att:-,rtas:—,str:-,

Mantel/Will
[fiitZ] [att:+, nas:-,st17-,

‘ arm-amt]
Apamal compositional interpretation

of this schematic representation can be
determrned in the following quasi-
arttculatory fashion:

1. CPI([cnt:-, nas:-, srr:-, cttsf '+
pat-+11) = (contact of tongueablgckwrt’h soft palate, closure of soft palate

.N errant-2 = relat' l 'height... y) ( tvey mtd tongue-

CPI([cnt:+, nos:-, str:- emf '- ‘
ll) = {contact of to, WWW-a1veolarridge...] ngue apex With4. CPI([Uoi.wfl[fii-2], [cttt.'+, nas:-, str:-,crq’onp:—, gnu-4p) = {partial overlapand successron of CPI([cttt:+, nas:—,str:-,. crtsfcrttp:—, gm-Jj) to CPI([Iit':2D,gégvedlength o; CPI([ht':2p, relative

ecay 0 v0"([fii'ZD...) wing of CPI

5. CPI([Uot‘:-]([cnt:-, nas:-, sir:-cmfmtpthgmfljfl) = {voicelessness’aspiration of CPI([cnt:-, nas:-, sin:

3"

cnq’mrp:+,gw:+]}). ..
6. CPl([atT:+]([voi'-]([cht:-, nas:-, sh:-crtt[crnp:+, arr/Hy), [wi‘+]([fii:2],l[att:+, nas.‘-, stT:-, '- ~{succession “dcgggi [gig/$11))»;CPI([voi~-]([ott:-, nas.'-, mu, cmfanp-q-ant-+11» to alumnae-21, rm};nas:-, str-, cnsfanpk, [Wt-lb). non-
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maximal backness of CPI([1Ioi.-—]
([cnu-, nas:-, str:-, £1140a, gram-M)
and CPI([wi.-+] ([fii:2], [cut:+, m:-,
stm cnianptv fink-1D). relative
palatality of CPI([cnt.'+, nas:—, 5m,
ms[anp:-,gra-]fi, relative shortness of
closure and release of CPI([wiu
]([cnt:-, nas:-, str:~, cru[cmp:+,gru:+]])),
tense phonatory quality and slow
decay of voicing of CPI([e-+]([fii'2],
[cn’t:+, nas:-, stm, wimpy, grin-M),

We have formally tested and vent]
CPI for Kalenjin within the York'l'gllzrl
declarative speech generation system
employing acoustic parameters. Dis-
cussron and illusuation of this work and
guantttative f [d’gails of the phonetic
.xponents o R] in Kalen‘in ‘
In Local and Lodge [27]. J are given
CONCLUSION
Recent phonetic work in laboratories
across the world has provided a rich diet
of DNSP data. Rather than reviewing this
(mark I have chojsen here to concentrate

tsses surroun in the inte retation
DNSP data. I havegdone thirspbecauseoiiseems to me that whilst we have seen
consrderable advances in data collection
techniques (cg in the articulatory domain
[28]) there has not been a commensurateadvance III the linguistic interpretation ofthat data. By examining a small amountof material from Kalenjin I have tried tomotivate the need for a consideration ofnon-segmental phonological categories inthe interpretation of phonetic data. I havesuggested that a small step in thisdirection can be achieved we it adopt anon~segmental phonology of the Firthiankind and I‘Cjecl analysis in terms ofintrinsic phonetic interpretation. Such astep obliges us to devise an explicitphonetic interpretation function and toexplore ways in which DNSP data mightrelate ‘ to abstract non-segmacategories. I .think it also moves ustowards the ‘mtegrative phonology' forwhich Ohala ‘

ICPh91[I]. argued so persuasively at
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